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Abstract

Scale variation across object instances remains a key
challenge in object detection task. Despite the remarkable
progress made by modern detection models, this challenge
is particularly evident in the semi-supervised case. While
existing semi-supervised object detection methods rely on
strict conditions to filter high-quality pseudo labels from
network predictions, we observe that objects with extreme
scale tend to have low confidence, resulting in a lack of
positive supervision for these objects. In this paper, we
propose a novel framework that addresses the scale vari-
ation problem by introducing a mixed scale teacher to im-
prove pseudo label generation and scale-invariant learn-
ing. Additionally, we propose mining pseudo labels using
score promotion of predictions across scales, which bene-
fits from better predictions from mixed scale features. Our
extensive experiments on MS COCO and PASCAL VOC
benchmarks under various semi-supervised settings demon-
strate that our method achieves new state-of-the-art per-
formance. The code and models are available at https:
//github.com/lliuz/MixTeacher.

1. Introduction

The remarkable performance of deep learning on various
tasks can largely be attributed to large-scale datasets with
accurate annotations. However, collecting a large amount of
high-quality annotations is infeasible as it is labor-intensive
and time-consuming, especially for tasks with complicated
annotations such as object detection [23, 30] and segmen-
tation [5, 6]. To reduce reliance on manual labeling, semi-
supervised learning (SSL) has gained much attention. SSL
aims to train models on a small amount of labeled im-
ages and a large amount of easily accessible unlabeled data.

† Corresponding Authors.
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(a) Precision and recall for all objects (b) Precision and recall for large objects

(c) Detection results with different input scales

Figure 1. Detection results with input of regular 1× scale and
0.5× down-sampled scale images. We plot the precision and recall
under different score thresholds for (a) all objects and (b) large
objects in COCO val2017 with the same model but different
input scales. Two examples of unlabeled images are given in (c).
Large scale inputs have clear advantages in overall metrics, but
down-sampled images are more suitable for large objects.

Following extensive pioneering studies on semi-supervised
image classification [2, 14, 32], several methods on semi-
supervised object detection have emerged.

Most early studies on semi-supervised object detec-
tion [13, 24, 33] can be considered as a direct extension
of SSL methods designed for image classification, using a
teacher-student training paradigm [2,32,35]. In these meth-
ods, a teacher model generates pseudo bounding boxes and
corresponding class predictions on unlabeled images, and
the pseudo labels are used to train a student model. Despite
the performance improvement from using a large amount of
unlabeled data, these methods overlooked the characteris-
tics of object detection to some extent, resulting in a huge

This CVPR paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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gap from the fully supervised counterpart.
Compared to image classification, object instances in de-

tection tasks can vary in a wider range of scales. To address
this challenge of detecting and localizing multiple objects
across scales and locations, numerous works in object de-
tection have been proposed, such as FPN [21], Trident [20],
and SNIP [31]. However, the large scale variation brings
new challenges in the semi-supervised context. In order to
guarantee high precision, most existing semi-supervised ob-
ject detection methods adopt strict conditions (e.g. score >
0.9) to filter out highly confident pseudo labels. Although
this ensures the quality of pseudo labels, many objects with
low confidence are wrongly assigned as background, es-
pecially for those with extreme scales. As shown in Fig-
ure 1 (c), inappropriate scales will lead to false negatives,
which can mislead the network in semi-supervised learn-
ing. We further observe the influence of the test scale of the
images. Consistent with common sense, large-scale inputs
have clear advantages in overall metrics, as shown in Fig-
ure 1 (a). However, down-sampled images show a superior-
ity for large objects, as shown in Figure 1 (b). This provides
a new view to handle the scale variation issue.

It is worth mentioning that recent works have paid at-
tention to the scale variation issue in semi-supervised ob-
ject detection. As shown in Figure 2 (a) and (b), previ-
ous methods have introduced an additional down-sampled
view to encourage the model to make scale-invariant pre-
dictions. Specifically, SED [10] proposes to distill predic-
tions of class probability from the regular scale to the down-
sampled scale and constrain consistent predictions of local-
ization for all proposals in two scales. PseCo [17] adopts
the same pseudo labels generated from the regular scale for
both scales. However, these methods mainly focus on the
consistency of predictions across scales, which indirectly
improves the models with regularization. Moreover, they
highly rely on the pseudo labels generated from the regular
scale in the teacher network. The false negatives caused by
inappropriate scales still remain in these methods.

Based on the above methods, which are equipped with
an additional down-sampled view of unlabeled images, we
propose to explicitly improve the quality of pseudo la-
bels to handle the scale variation of objects. As shown
in Figure 2 (c), we introduce a mixed-scale feature pyra-
mid, which is built from the large-scale feature pyramid in
the regular view and the small-scale feature pyramid in the
down-sampled view. The mixed-scale feature pyramid is
supposed to be capable of adaptively fusing features across
scales, thus making better predictions in the teacher net-
work. Furthermore, to avoid object instances missing in the
pseudo labels due to low confidence scores, we propose to
leverage the improvement of score as an indicator for min-
ing pseudo labels from low confidence predictions. In sum-
mary, the main contributions are as follows:

• We propose a semi-supervised object detection frame-
work MixTeacher, in which high-quality pseudo labels
are generated from a mixed scale feature pyramid.

• We propose a method for pseudo labels mining, which
leverages the improvement of predictions as the indi-
cator to mining the promising pseudo labels.

• Our method achieves state-of-the-art performance on
MS COCO and Pascal VOC benchmarks under various
semi-supervised settings.

2. Related works
Semi-supervised Learning aims to train a model using a
small amount of labeled data and a large amount of unla-
beled data. Early studies mainly focused on image classi-
fication task [14, 32] and have gradually been generalized
to various tasks [27, 33, 40]. Pseudo labeling [15] is one of
the most popular paradigms in semi-supervised image clas-
sification, where labels of unlabeled data are generated by
a pre-trained teacher network. Under this paradigm, Mean
Teacher [35] proposes to maintain the teacher model as an
exponential moving average (EMA) of the student model,
thus generating pseudo labels end-to-end. Meanwhile,
some works encourage models to make consistent predic-
tions with perturbations [1,26,29]. Typical approaches such
as MixMatch [2] and UDA [37] enforce consistent predic-
tions across image views with different augmentations. Our
work follows the pseudo labeling paradigm and consistency
regularization, but focuses on object detection, where some
task-specific challenges are relatively under-explored.

Semi-supervised Object Detection (SSOD) methods are
mainly derived from semi-supervised image classifica-
tion. As early attempts, CSD [13] encourages consistent
predictions for horizontally flipped image pairs, whereas
STAC [33] transfers the weak and strong augmentations
from FixMatch [32] to SSOD. After that, [34, 38, 39, 42]
simplify the trivial multi-stage training with the idea of
EMA from Mean Teacher [35], realizing the end-to-end
training. Considering the characteristic of object detec-
tion, some task-specific improvements are proposed. Soft
Teacher [38] adopts separate and strict conditions to filter
out high-quality pseudo labels for classification and regres-
sion and reduces the classification weights of negative pro-
posals to suppress the influence of missing objects in pseudo
labels. Unbiased Teacher [24] replaces the cross-entropy
loss with Focal loss [22] to alleviate the numerous nega-
tive pseudo labels problem. On the basis of these work,
our work focus on another challenge in SSOD, i.e. the large
scale variation problem.
Scale Variation Challenge exists in most vision tasks.
Since the scale of object instances in the detection task
could vary in a wide range, numerous methods were pro-
posed to detect objects across scales [20, 21, 31]. However,
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Figure 2. Comparison of multi-scale learning in semi-supervised object detection methods. Previous methods [10, 17] only focus on
encouraging consistent predictions for the input image with different scales. The proposed MixTeacher explicitly introduces a mixed scale
feature pyramid to adaptive fuse features from appropriate scales, which is capable to detect objects with varying sizes. The mixed scale
features generate more accurate pseudo labels and help to mine promising labels, as a plug-in which can be discarded after training.

scale variation brings new challenges for semi-supervised
object detection. For instance, objects with extreme scale
tend to have low confidence, which makes them missed in
the pseudo labels for most SSOD methods with a strict filter
condition [33, 38]. Recent attempts have noticed the scale
problem. [10] proposed to distill the predictions between a
regular view and a down-sampled view to enhance the ro-
bustness of the model for scale variation. [17] also adopt
a down-sampled view but shifts the layer of feature pyra-
mid to reuse the same scale pseudo boxes as a regular view.
These methods could be regarded as adding consistent regu-
larization on varying scales. In contrast, our work proposes
a mixed scale feature pyramid which can adaptive select
scale for generating and mining promising pseudo labels.

3. Method
In the problem of semi-supervised object detection, a

model is trained with a labeled set Dl = {(Xs
i ,Ys

i )|N
l

i=1}
and an unlabeled image set Du =

{
Xu

i |N
u

i=1

}
, where N l and

Nu are the numbers of labeled and unlabeled data. For each
labeled image Xs

i , the annotation Ys
i is composed of a set of

boxes and corresponding category labels for the instances
that appeared in the image. Built upon the pseudo label-
ing framework, our method follows a score filtering mecha-
nism [38] to generate pseudo labels Yu for unlabeled image
Xu. An overview of our method is shown in Figure 3. We
propose a mixed scale feature pyramid for pseudo labels
generation and scale consistent learning, and based on it,
a promising label mining strategy is introduced. Note that
although the proposed method is independent of detection
models, we adopt Faster RCNN [28] with FPN [21] as the
default model, following most of the previous work.

3.1. Basic Pseudo-Labeling Framework

Following the common practice in previous work [17,24,
38], we adopt the pseudo-labeling under the teacher-student
paradigm as our basic training framework. Specifically, the
training images are sampled from both labeled and unla-

beled datasets, and the overall objective is made up of these
two parts to update a student model. Due to the lack of
ground truth on unlabeled images, a teacher model provides
pseudo labels for students, whose weights are updated by
the exponential moving average of the student model.

In every training iteration, the training objective on la-
beled data follows a regular manner with fully supervised
by the ground truth labels. On the unlabeled data, the
teacher model first generates pseudo labels on a weakly
augmented view of the image, which provides supervision
signals for a strongly augmented view of the image for the
student model. Subsequently, the student model is updated
with the objective from labeled data and a strongly aug-
mented view of the image with pseudo labels. The overall
training objective can be formulated as:

L = Ls + αLu (1)

where Ls and Lu denote supervised loss of labeled images
and unsupervised loss of unlabeled images respectively, α
controls contribution of unsupervised loss.

3.2. Mixed Scale Teacher

Existing works have proved that incorporating an extra
down-sampled view of the unlabeled image, and regulariz-
ing the network with consistency constraints on either fea-
ture level or label level can significantly improve the perfor-
mance of semi-supervised object detection [10, 17]. Based
on this observation, we also leverage the down-sampled
view, but resort to building a more informative feature rep-
resentation, which is more suitable for pseudo labels.

Given an image, most of detectors first extract multi-
scale features Pi with decreasing spatial sizes which consti-
tute a feature pyramid P. In the case of FPN [21], the spatial
sizes of adjacent levels in the feature pyramid always differ
by 2×, which results in P2 − P6 layers1 with spatial sizes
from 1/22 to 1/26 w.r.t. the size of the input image.

1In the original implementation of Faster RCNN, P2-P6 is used, while
in some detector such as FCOS and RetinaNet, P3-P7 is used.
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Figure 3. During training, the model first constructs two feature pyramids for a regular scale and a down-sampled scale with a feature
extraction module f(θf ), respectively. Next, an additional mixed scale feature pyramid is built by a feature fusion module g(θg). The
student model trains on three scales with a shared detection head h(θh) taking the pseudo boxes generated from the mixed-scale of teacher
model as supervisions. In addition, promising labels with low confidence scores are mined with a PLM strategy. The weights θ̄ in teacher
are updated by EMA of the weights θ in student. In testing, the model with original architecture and regular input scale is used.

In this work, we first extract two feature pyramids from
the regular view and the down-sampled view of the input
image, respectively, which denote P+ = {P+

2 , ..., P+
6 } and

P− = {P−
2 , ..., P−

6 }, respectively. Then, we build a mixed
scale feature pyramid P× = {P×

2 , ..., P×
6 } from the afore-

mentioned two views to adaptive fuse appropriate features
for input images containing objects of different scales.

Notice that with a 0.5× down-sample ratio, the network
produces a small scale feature pyramid. Specifically, the
feature in P+

i shares the same spatial size as P−
i−1. The

spatial aligned feature maps of adjacent levels in two scales
greatly simplify the design of feature fusion module. To
avoid introducing a complex feature space, we propose a
linear combination of features from the regular and down-
sampled scales for the mixed scale feature pyramid, where
the weight is formulated as follows:

γ = σ
(
g
(
P+
i , P−

i−1|θg
))

, (2)

where σ(.) denotes the sigmoid activation with temperature
T , and g(.|θg) is inspired by the SE block [12] which in-
volves global average pooling followed by MLPs for chan-
nel concatenation of P+

i and P−
i−1. Thus, the feature P×

i in
the mixed scale feature pyramid is a weighted sum of large
scale and small scale features, which can be derived as:

P×
i = γP+

i + (1− γ)P−
i−1. (3)

Note that the first level in the mixed-scale pyramid is a di-
rect copy from regular view, for which the corresponding
level in the down-sampled view does not exist.

As the mixed scale feature pyramid contains more infor-
mation, we use it to generate pseudo labels for unlabeled

images in the teacher network. Consequently, the training
objective for unlabeled data becomes:

Lu =Ldet

(
h(P×), ŷ×

)
+ Ldet

(
h(P+), ŷ×

)
+Ldet

(
h(P−), ŷ×

)
,

(4)

in which the overall loss is the sum of losses from all scales.
Similarly, the objective of the labeled part are also extended
to multiple scales. For the specific form of Ldet at each
scale, we followed the baseline method [38].

It is worth mentioning that after extracting the regular
and down-sampled scale features, the extra computation and
parameters for building the mixed scale feature pyramid
are negligible. Specifically, we implement the feature fu-
sion module using two linear layers and a ReLU activation,
which is a drop in the bucket compared to the millions of
parameters in modern detection models.

Once the model is trained completely, all components
not belong to the original detector can be discarded, includ-
ing the steps used to extract small/mixed scale features and
the feature fusion module. It satisfies the method to main-
tain the original detector architecture and input scale for in-
ference, ensuring fairness for comparison.

3.3. Promising Labels Mining

In most of the previous methods, a high score threshold
τh is applied to filter out the high-quality pseudo labels from
the predictions of teacher network. However, it brings false
negatives due to the inappropriate scales which will mislead
the student network in semi-supervised learning.

To address this problem, we propose a strategy named
Promising Labels Mining (PLM), which takes the predic-
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tions from the mixed scale feature pyramid as the target,
and measure the improvement from the regular scale. The
improvement of confidence score is adopted as the indi-
cator to mine pseudo labels from predictions with score
τl < s ≤ τh, which we called low-confidence candidates.

As a common practice in label assignment methods for
fully supervised object detection [7–9, 19, 36], we first con-
struct a bag of proposals from RPN for each low-confidence
candidate, which will be used to measure the quality of each
candidate. To reduce training costs, proposals that do not
belong to any bag of low-confidence candidates or are not
assigned to any high-confidence pseudo labels are not in-
volved in the process of mining promising labels.

Notably, in order to avoid the influence introduced by
strong augmentation, the proposals and feature pyramids
from the teacher network are used to measure the score im-
provement. Besides, only the regular view is adopted as
the source view, and the mixed scale is adopted as the tar-
get view to mine promising pseudo labels from candidates.
The proposals generated from the source view are shared
with the target view to align the input of the two views.

For a candidate with the highest score on class c, we de-
fine the indicator ∆q as the promotion of the mean score
from the source to the target view, formulated as:

∆q =
1

K

(
K∑
i=1

hc(bi,P×|θ̄)−
K∑
i=1

hc(bi,P+|θ̄)

)
(5)

where K is the number of proposals in the bag for this can-
didate. hc(.|θ̄) denotes the classification head in the teacher
network, which takes the feature pyramid P and the RoI of
each proposal b as input, and predicts the confidence score
of class c for each proposal in the bag.

A low-confidence candidate with a higher ∆q indi-
cates the corresponding object instance prediction could
reach greater promotion in the mixed scale feature pyra-
mid. Therefore, it may be hard to detect in the source view
but relatively easy in the target view with more information,
suggesting that it is more likely to be a hard instance.

Candidates with ∆q higher than the promotion threshold
δ are regarded as pseudo labels. These mined pseudo labels,
along with the existing high-confidence pseudo labels, are
used in the classification loss for all three scales.

Discussion: Previous works [7, 9, 17] mainly utilize the
idea of the bag of proposals for label assignment to re-
duce the proposals wrongly assigned to false positives or
false negatives, which cannot address the missing pseudo
labels with low confidence. In this work, we focus on
mining low-confidence pseudo labels, and propose to mea-
sure their quality with two views. Therefore, our method
is orthogonal to those label assignment methods. Besides,
we only mined pseudo labels for the classification loss,
while the criterion of filtering pseudo labels for the regres-
sion loss follows a widely used baseline [38], in which an

uncertainty threshold is adopted for each box prediction.
Other advanced strategies for filtering localization pseudo
labels [4,17] can also be integrated with our method, which
might lead to better results but are irrelevant to our mixed
scale framework, thus we do not discuss them in this paper.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Dataset and Evaluation Protocol

We present experimental results on MS COCO [23] and
Pascal VOC [6] benchmarks. Specifically, there are three
common settings following previous works [10,38]. The re-
sults are evaluated on val2017 for the settings on COCO,
and VOC17 test set for the setting on VOC, respectively.
The specific data settings are as follows:
COCO Partially Labeled. It contains 4 splits with vari-
ous labeled ratios, in which 1%, 2%, 5%, and 10% images
from train2017 are randomly sampled as labeled data,
and the rest images are used as the unlabeled part for each
split, respectively. Following the common practice, 5 differ-
ent folds are used to evaluate each split, and the mean and
standard deviation of results are reported.
COCO Additional. All 118k images in train2017 are
adopted as labeled data, and all of the additional 123k im-
ages in unlabeled2017 are used as unlabeled data.
VOC Additional. VOC07 trainval is used as labeled
data and VOC12 trainval is used as unlabeled data.
VOC Mixture. VOC07 trainval is used as labeled
data and images from COCO containing 20 classes in VOC
along with VOC12 trainval are taken as unlabeled data.

The evaluation metrics of this paper including AP at dif-
ferent IoU thresholds (e.g. AP50:95 denoted as mAP, AP50,
AP75) and different box scales (e.g. APs, APm, APl). All
metrics are calculated via the COCO evaluation kit.

4.2. Implementation Details

Following the mainstream choice of the community, we
adopt Faster-RCNN [28] with FPN [21] and ResNet-50 [11]
as the detection model. The proposed method is imple-
mented based on the well-known SoftTeacher [38], and we
reuse its augmentation and training hyperparameters with-
out any modification for a fair comparison. All models are
trained on 8 GPUs with a base learning rate 0.01. Details
of each setting are as follows: In COCO Partially Labeled
setting, all models are trained for 180k steps with 1 labeled
image and 4 unlabeled images per GPU in each step. The
learning rate is decreased by 0.1 at 120k and 160k steps. In
COCO Additional setting, the model is trained for 720k it-
erations with 4 labeled images and 4 unlabeled images per
GPU in each step. The learning rate is decreased by 0.1 at
480k and 680k steps. In Pascal VOC settings, the model
is trained for 40k steps with a constant learning rate with 2
labeled and 2 unlabeled images per GPU in each step.
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COCO Partially Labeled COCO Additional

1% 2% 5% 10% 100 %

Supervised Baseline 12.15±0.27 16.65±0.18 21.45±0.16 27.10±0.07 40.9

STAC [33] 13.97±0.35 18.25±0.25 24.38±0.12 28.64±0.21 39.5 −0.3−−−→ 39.2
SED [10] - - 29.01 34.02 40.2 +3.2−−−→ 43.4
Unbiased Teacher [24]∗ 20.75±0.12 24.30±0.07 28.27±0.11 31.50±0.10 40.2 +1.1−−−→ 41.3
Soft Teacher [38]† 20.46±0.39 - 30.74±0.08 34.04±0.14 40.9 +3.6−−−→ 44.5
LabelMatching [3]∗ 25.81±0.28 - 32.70±0.18 35.49±0.17 40.3 +5.0−−−→ 45.3
PseCo [17]† 22.43±0.36 27.77±0.18 32.50±0.08 36.06±0.24 41.0 +5.1−−−→ 46.1
DTG-SSOD [16]† 21.27±0.12 26.84±0.25 31.90±0.08 35.92±0.26 40.9 +4.8−−−→ 45.7
Unbiased Teacher v2 [25]∗ 25.40±0.36 28.37±0.03 31.85±0.09 35.08±0.02 40.9 +3.9−−−→ 44.8
MixTeacher (Ours)† 25.16±0.26 29.11±0.21 34.06±0.13 36.72±0.16 40.9 +4.8−−−→ 45.7

Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on COCO benchmark. AP50:95 on val2017 set are reported. Under the Partially
Labeled setting, results are the average of all five folds and numbers behind ± indicate the standard deviation. Under the Additional
setting, numbers in front of the arrow indicate the supervised baseline. †: using labeled/unlabeled batch size 8/32, * indicates 32/32, and
rest of the results using batch size 8/8.Bold indicates the best, while underline indicates the second best.

1% 2% 5% 10%

Dense Teacher [41] 22.38 27.20 33.01 37.13
Unbiased Teacher v2 [25] 22.71 26.03 30.08 32.61
MixTeacher (Ours) 23.83 27.88 33.42 36.95

Table 2. Experimental results on the COCO Partially Labeled with
FCOS [36]. PLM is not used for our method in this setting.

The weight of unlabeled loss α is set to 4.0 for the COCO
Partially Labeled setting, and 2.0 for other settings consid-
ering the proportion of labeled and unlabeled images under
different settings. Other hyper-parameters are the same for
all settings, i.e. T = 3.0, τh = 0.9, τl = 0.7, δ = 0.1.

4.3. Comparison with State-of-the-art

We compare the proposed MixTeacher with the super-
vised baseline and several recent methods on MS COCO
and Pascal VOC benchmarks. For a fair comparison, we
follow the experimental settings with Soft Teacher [38].
Without loss of generality, some known tricks which can
improve the results in most cases are not used. For in-
stance, Unbiased Teacher [24] and PseCo [17] adopt Fo-
cal Loss [22] to handle the class imbalance problem. Some
methods [3,24] adopt a larger batch size for unlabeled data.
Besides, it is worth mention that PseCo [17] changes the
output levels of FPN from P2-P6 to P3-P7 in testing.

MS COCO. We first evaluate the proposed method on MS
COCO in Table 1. Under the Partially Labeled setting, the
statistical results over five folds for four different labeled
ratios are reported. Our method achieves more than 12%
mAP improvements against the supervised baseline for the
settings with less than 10% labeled data and demonstrates
superiority in most of the labeled ratios. For the case of 2%
and 5% labeling ratio, our method yields 29.11 and 34.06
mAP, which is around 1.5 mAP higher than the previous

AP50 AP50:95

Supervised [24] 72.63 42.13
STAC [33] 77.45 (+4.82) 44.64 (+2.51)
Humble Teacher [34] 80.94 (+8.31) 53.04 (+10.91)
Rethinking Pse [18] 79.00 (+6.37) 54.60 (+12.47)
LabelMatching [3] 85.48 (+12.85) 55.11 (+12.98)
MixTeacher (Ours) 85.85 (+13.22) 56.25 (+14.12)

Table 3. Experimental results on the VOC Additional setting.

AP50 AP50:95

Supervised [24] 72.63 42.13
STAC [33] 79.08 (+6.45) 46.01 (+3.88)
Humble Teacher [34] 81.29 (+8.66) 54.41 (+12.28)
Rethinking Pse [18] 79.60 (+6.79) 56.10 (+13.97)
LabelMatching† [3] 85.81 (+13.18) 55.50 (+13.37)
MixTeacher (Ours) 86.58 (+13.95) 56.83 (+14.70)

Table 4. Experimental results on the VOC Mixture setting.

best method PseCo [17]. When the labeled data is extremely
scarce, i.e., 1% labeling ratio, there are only tens labeled
images for some tail categories. Our method without any
class-specific process still reaches comparable performance
to the previous best method LabelMatching [3], which esti-
mates the class distribution and tunes thresholds adaptively.
Under the Additional setting, our method is competitive to
the state-of-the-art PseCo [17]. It demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of our method even with adequate labeled data. Be-
sides, we conduct an experiment to evaluate our method on
the anchor-free detector FCOS [36] with ResNet-50 back-
bone. In this case, only the mixed scale teacher is used. The
results in Table 2 show that the anchor-free detector can also
benefit from the proposed mixed scale teacher.

Pascal VOC. We also evaluate our method under two VOC
settings. The results are shown in Table 3 and Table 4.
† denotes that we report the results for the method with
their official implementation. The results demonstrate that
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Feature Scales MST PLM mAP AP50 AP75P+ P− P×

26.8 45.1 28.4

✓ 33.9 (+7.1) 54.0 37.0
✓ ✓ 34.7 (+7.9) 54.7 37.8
✓ ✓ ✓ 34.4 (+7.4) 54.2 37.2
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 36.2 (+9.4) 56.5 39.5
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 36.7 (+9.9) 57.0 39.7

Table 5. Analysis of various components of proposed approach.
MST indicates generating pseudo labels from the mixed scale fea-
ture pyramid. PLM indicates promising labels mining.

our method consistently reaches the best performance under
two settings. Similar to the conclusion of COCO Additional
setting, the results indicate the model can benefit from our
method even if there is already sufficient labeled data.

4.4. Ablation Study

In this part, we conduct experiments under the COCO
Partially Labeled setting to analyze and validate our method
in detail. All the experiments in this section are conducted
on a single data fold with 10% labeling ratio.
Effect of each component. We validate the effectiveness
of each component step by step, and the results are shown
in Table 5. The model starts from 26.8 mAP when us-
ing the labeled data only. After using the regular scale
P+ of unlabeled data, the semi-supervised baseline reaches
33.9 mAP immediately. Furthermore, leveraging additional
down-sampled scale features P−, and with supervision from
the regular scale of teacher network, the model achieves
another +0.8 mAP improvement. However, there are no
gains of introducing a mixed scale features P×, but still
with the supervision from the regular scale makes the results
worse. Instead, with the guidance of pseudo labels from
mixed scale, the mAP boosts to 36.2. Finally, our method
equips mixed scale pseudo labels and promising labels min-
ing reaches the best performance, 36.7 mAP.
Comparison with other multi-view methods. Scale vari-
ation across object instances is a key challenge in semi-
supervised object detection, and some pioneer works [10,
17] have introduced an additional down-sampled view to
improve the model handle the scale issue. Table 6 shows
the performance and the training time for each iteration of
different multi-view methods integrated into the naive im-
plement of Soft Teacher [38]. SCR indicates Scale Consis-
tency Regularization in SED [10]. MSIL indicates Multi-
view Scale-Invariant Learning in PseCo [17]. we report the
results of MST‡ training with randomly dropping a path
from large scale and mixed scale for the loss of student
network, i.e. only the 0.5× scale and one of 1× scales are
used to keep a comparable training time with other multi-
scale methods (1.03 vs. 0.97 vs. 0.93 sec/iter). The re-
sults show that all methods with additional view improve

mAP AP50 AP75 sec/iter

Baseline 33.9 54.0 37.0 0.75

SCR [10] 34.6 54.6 37.9 0.97
MSIL [17] 34.9 55.1 37.6 0.94
MST‡ (Ours) 36.0 56.3 39.5 1.03
MST (Ours) 36.2 56.5 39.5 1.22

Table 6. Comparison with other multi-view methods.

mAP AP50 AP75

Baseline 34.7 54.7 37.8

CONV-ADD 35.1 (+0.4) 55.0 38.5
CAT-CONV 35.2 (+0.5) 55.2 38.3
GAP-MLP (Ours) 36.2 (+1.5) 56.5 39.5

Table 7. Comparison of feature fusion approaches.

mAP APs APm APl FPS

Baseline 36.5 21.8 39.2 48.6 33.4

Test on P− 33.2 14.6 36.1 50.0 37.1
Test on P+ 36.7 21.8 39.2 48.6 33.4
Test on P× 37.5 21.8 40.1 51.1 27.0

Table 8. Performance of different scales testing.

the performance compared with the single view baseline.
Our method presents a significant advantage of more than
1.3 mAP gains compared with previous consistency learn-
ing methods. Randomly dropping a path in training saves
0.19 second every iteration and reaches comparable results.
Comparison of feature fusion approaches. we compare
the effects of different feature fusion approaches to build
mixed scale features. We evaluate the performance of three
simple fusion architectures, i.e. “CONV-ADD” denotes that
employ two 3×3 convolution layer to align features for
regular scale and down-sampled scale, followed with an
element-wise addition, “CAT-CONV” denotes that concate-
nated by channel and then apply convolution to reduce
channels. As shown in Table 7, compared with the base-
line without fusion features, all three fusion methods ob-
tain gains in mAP. Among them, our method that builds the
mixed scale feature as a weighted summation of regular and
down-sampled scales achieves the best performance.
Performance of different scales testing. In the proposed
method, each feature pyramid in three scales is capable
to detect objects. The inference results with different fea-
ture scales are useful to guide the design of the strategy for
pseudo label generation, and can also be used as a separate
detector. Table 8 shows the performance of a model with
testing on different feature scales. We also report the aver-
age inference speed on a single V100 GPU. Notice that the
pipeline and architecture are exactly the same as the vanilla
faster R-CNN when tested on the regular or down-sampled
scale. However, additional computation and parameters are
required to build the feature pyramid when tested on mixed
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Regular Scale Mixed Scale Threshold 0.7 Threshold 0.9 Threshold 0.7 + PLM

(a) Pseudo Labels Generation on Different Scales (b) Pseudo Labels Filtering with Different Strategies

Figure 4. Qualitative visualization for the components in MixTeacher. (a) Comparison of pseudo labels generated from the regular scale
and the mixed scale feature pyramids. (b) Comparison of pseudo labels under different score thresholds and our promising label mining
results. The green boxes denote True Positives. The red boxes highlight the False Positives, and orange boxes denote the False Negatives.
Besides, the mined labels are highlight with a cyan box.

T 0.1 0.3 1.0 3.0 10.0

mAP 35.9 35.9 36.1 36.2 36.1
AP50 56.4 56.3 56.3 56.5 56.5
AP75 39.3 39.2 39.4 39.5 39.2

(a) Study on temperature T .

τl mAP AP50 AP75

0.6 33.8 54.2 37.1
0.7 36.7 57.0 39.8
0.8 36.3 56.8 39.2

(b) Study on lower threshold τl

δ AvgBox mAP AP50 AP75

0.0 3.87 36.2 56.5 39.5
0.1 4.15 36.7 57.0 39.8
0.2 3.91 36.2 56.7 39.5

(c) Study on promotion threshold δ.

Table 9. Comparison of different hyper-parameters for the proposed MixTeacher.

scale. The results show that the down-sampled scale makes
the worst mAP and falls behind the regular scale one on APs

especially, but it reaches the best APl for large objects. It
suggests that previous methods [10, 17] generating pseudo
labels from the regular scale is not appropriate for large ob-
jects. On the other hand, the mixed scale which adaptive
select scales achieves competitive results on all objects and
it is more suitable for pseudo labels generation.

Choice of hyper-parameters. In order to analyze the sen-
sitivity of some key hyper-parameters, we investigate the
influence of different temperature T in building mixed scale
feature pyramid, the lower score threshold τ for promising
labels mining, and the score promotion threshold δ between
scales. As shown in Table 9, the temperature T is set to
3.0 for better results, which encourages the feature space
of mixed scale to be more likely to one of the source scales.
The lower threshold τl is set to 0.7, which controls the num-
ber of candidates for mining. The promotion threshold δ is
set to 0.1, which mines 0.28 boxes for a image in average
and brings 0.5 gains in mAP.

4.5. Qualitative Visualization

We show qualitative results to demonstrate the quality
of pseudo labels more intuitively. As shown in Figure 4

(a), the pseudo labels generated from the proposed mixed
scale features are more accurate than the regular scale. Fig-
ure 4 (b) shows that there are many false positives when
threshold=0.7 and false negatives when threshold=0.9, our
promising label mining method alleviates these problems.

5. Conclusion and Limitation
In this work, we delve into the scale variation problem

in semi-supervised object detection, and propose a novel
framework by introducing a mixed scale teacher to improve
the pseudo labels generation and scale invariant learning.
In addition, benefiting from better predictions from mixed
scale features, we propose to mine pseudo labels with the
score promotion of predictions across scales. Extensive ex-
periments on MS COCO and Pascal VOC benchmarks un-
der various semi-supervised settings demonstrate that our
method achieves new state-of-the-art performance. While
we have shown the superiority of MixTeacher, the method
is built on an old-fashion detector with the simplest FPN and
naive label assignment strategy. Whether the scale variation
problem in SSOD can be addressed with more advanced
FPN architectures or label assignment methods is unclear,
which is an interesting future work.
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